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Import files Standard Import: Drag and drop files from folder. (drag and drop is not supported) Batch Import: Drag and drop files from folder. Wrap-up
Import: Use the browse function to select pictures. Import Pictures: Click the import button, navigate to the location of your pictures and select the
pictures you wish to use. You can select pictures by dragging and dropping them to the program. Preview Images: The program has a preview function
that lets you check images before you save them. Convert Files: Press the convert button, and you will see a selection of ways you can make your image
file. Crop Images: Press the crop button, and you will be able to resize your image. Rotate Images: Press the rotate button, and you will be able to rotate
your image to the left, right, up, or down. Flip Images: Press the flip button, and you will be able to flip or invert your image. Shadow Fix: Press the
shadow fix button, and you will be able to remove the shadow that appears in photos taken with a flash or outside in the shade. Remove Red Eye: Press
the remove red eye button, and you will be able to remove any red eye in the picture. Adjust Images: Select any type of adjustment that you want to use
on your image. Adjustments can be as simple as adding a colored overlay or as complex as adding a vignette, crosshatch, or any other effect. Remove
White Bokeh: Press the remove white bokeh button, and you will be able to remove any white bokeh in the picture. Adjust Brightness: Press the adjust
brightness button, and you will be able to brighten or darken your image. Adjust Contrast: Press the adjust contrast button, and you will be able to adjust
contrast in your image. Adjust Clarity: Press the adjust clarity button, and you will be able to sharpen or blur your image. Adjust Color: Press the adjust
color button, and you will be able to make your image more appealing by altering color balance. Filter Images: Add filters to your images, or create your
own. Add filters to your images, or create your own. Add Effect: Add any filter or effect to your image. Adjust Color: Select any type of adjustment that
you want
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1. Remove Red Eye Remove any eye colour from any photos (red eye effect) Apply several effects in one go: Remove Red Eye: simply select a photo
with this tool, enable the "Red Eye Remover" function and click the 'Process File' button to remove red eyes! 2. Cropping Cropping Tool: simply select
the area you want to include in a photo and click the 'Process File' button to crop any photo! 3. Remove Skin Remove Skin - simply select a photo with
this tool, enable the "Skin Removal" function and click the 'Process File' button to remove any skin in the selected image! 4. Flipping Flip Horizontal or
Vertical: simply select a photo with this tool, enable the "Flip Horizontal or Vertical" function and click the 'Process File' button to flip the selected photo
either horizontal or vertical! 5. Flip Left or Right Flip Left or Right: simply select a photo with this tool, enable the "Flip Left or Right" function and
click the 'Process File' button to flip the selected photo either left or right! 6. Rotating Rotate - simply select a photo with this tool, enable the "Rotate
Left or Right" function and click the 'Process File' button to rotate the selected photo either left or right! 7. Grayscale Grayscale: simply select a photo
with this tool, enable the "Grayscale" function and click the 'Process File' button to convert the selected image to grayscale! 8. Color Balance Color
Balance: simply select a photo with this tool, enable the "Color Balance" function and click the 'Process File' button to adjust the photo's color balance!
9. Remove Black Border Remove Black Border: simply select a photo with this tool, enable the "Remove Black Border" function and click the 'Process
File' button to remove the black border from the selected image! 10. Red Eye Red Eye Correction: simply select a photo with this tool, enable the "Red
Eye Remover" function and click the 'Process File' button to remove red eyes from the selected image! 11. Sharpening Sharpening: simply select a photo
with this tool, enable the "Sharpening" function and click the 'Process File' button to sharpen the selected image! 12. Lens Correction Lens Correction:
simply select a photo with this tool, enable 1d6a3396d6
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This is a useful application that allows you to apply quick adjustments to your images. It allows you to do this by means of a well-designed and attractive
interface. You can import pictures from a folder or a file by using the file browser (the "drag and drop" method is not supported but batch processing is).
So, you can apply one or more filters between flip, rotate, remove red eye, contrast, blur, lens, user filter, text, mirror, grayscale and crop. But you can
also apply color balance, sharpen, wave, edges, turn left or right, negative, resize, hue and saturation, gamma, equalize, emboss, morph, and others. Once
you have pressed the "Process File" button, you can select an output format for your new images, as well as destination. Plus, you can view a message log,
configure general options (e.g. prompt to replace existing files or automatically overwrite them, include subfolders with added folder), as well as save and
load lists and filters, clear the list and remove a picture. The tool uses a low-to-moderate amount of system resources and doesn't contain a help file. The
preview area for the images is much too small, since you cannot observe details. Furthermore, some filters are not very well developed. For example, if
you select "clear red eyes", the entire image receives a dark tint, making it virtually unusable, from this point of view. Also, the trial version displays a
watermark on the output files. Overall, Auto Photo Editor does not give you too much liberty in adjusting images, but at least it has a very good
converter. We suggest you test it for yourself and, at the same time, be on the lookout for more advanced graphic editing tools. Editors must be able to
open files without an additional software, see all properties of each file and convert them to another format. Editors also need to have functions to
increase or decrease size, brightness and contrast, to adjust transparency, colorization, adding or removing special effects. The software should be able to
edit all common image formats such as jpeg, png, tiff, bmp, gif, eog, and many others. Editors must provide a preview function of the images. Viewers
must be able to view a small amount of files without an additional software, the ability to decrease file size. Digital Photo Lab Pro Lite 1.0

What's New In?

Auto Photo Editor is a tool which allows you to apply quick adjustments to your image files. The interface of the software is plain and simple. You can
import pictures from a file or folder by using the file browser (the "drag and drop" method is not supported but batch processing is). So, you can apply
one or more filters between flip, rotate, remove red eye, contrast, blur, lens, user filter, text, mirror, grayscale and crop. But you can also apply color
balance, sharpen, wave, edges, turn left or right, negative, resize, hue and saturation, gamma, equalize, emboss, morph, and others. Once you have
pressed the "Process File" button, you can select an output format for your new images, as well as destination. Plus, you can view a message log,
configure general options (e.g. prompt to replace existing files or automatically overwrite them, include subfolders with added folder), as well as save and
load lists and filters, clear the list and remove a picture. The tool uses a low-to-moderate amount of system resources and doesn't contain a help file. The
preview area for the images is much too small, since you cannot observe details. Furthermore, some filters are not very well developed. For example, if
you select "clear red eyes", the entire image receives a dark tint, making it virtually unusable, from this point of view. Also, the trial version displays a
watermark on the output files. Overall, Auto Photo Editor does not give you too much liberty in adjusting images, but at least it has a very good
converter. We suggest you test it for yourself and, at the same time, be on the lookout for more advanced graphic editing tools. ![]( Auto Photo Editor
Review, 2017-11-02 Auto Photo Editor Overview Auto Photo Editor is a tool which allows you to apply quick adjustments to your image files. The
interface of the software is plain and simple. You can import pictures from a file or folder by using the file browser (the "drag and drop" method is not
supported but batch processing is). So, you can apply one or more filters between flip, rotate, remove red eye, contrast, blur, lens, user filter, text, mirror,
grayscale and crop. But you can also apply color balance, sharpen, wave, edges, turn left or right, negative, resize, hue and saturation, gamma, equalize,
emboss, morph, and others. Once you have pressed the "Process File" button, you can select an output format for your new images, as well as
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System Requirements For Auto Photo Editor:

Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 Processor: Intel Core i3-500, i3-600, i5-450, i5-750, i5-760, i7-950 Memory: 3 GB
RAM Graphics: Intel GMA 950/GMA 4500, Nvidia Geforce 7600GT, Intel HD Graphics 3000, AMD R9 Series, AMD R9 Series Storage: 10 GB
available space Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible DirectX: DirectX
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